Business
Intelligence

ACCELERATE YOUR DECISIONMAKING PROCESS WITH SMART DATA
Get access to the right information at the right time to make informed
decisions
In an increasingly digitized world, organizations are
no longer relying on simple, manual spreadsheets
to make informed business decisions. Instead, they
are speeding up decision-making processes and
business growth with reliable and smart data analysis.
Unfortunately, this valiant data modernization effort
can be squandered when investment into corporate
data quality and gathering is overlooked. As a result,
the ability to remedy business challenges and
answer key questions is greatly reduced.

SoftwareONE’s business intelligence (BI) services
enable you to address business questions while
minimizing technical challenges. Following a
three-step approach, we provide you the tools
and framework required to extract data and turn
it into valuable information for your business. Our
experienced team of data engineers will help you
design a strategy and can support you through
the implementation of your business intelligence
strategy on Microsoft Azure or AWS.

SoftwareONE’s Business Intelligence Delivery service extract valuable and reliable information
out of your data to drive innovation and enhance business-making processes. Our experience in
data integration, consolidation, and visualization helps you make fast business decisions that are
educated and backed with reliable data. You can rely on SoftwareONE to help you learn more
about your business and customers better than before.

In a world dominated by data, many organizations still
find challenges with trying to utilize old and outdated
information models. But integrating different data
sources, consolidating the data, and creating databased information visuals can cause major headaches.
SoftwareONE can alleviate the pain with the expertise
and knowledge of cutting-edge technologies, helping

you implement a solid business intelligence strategy
for your company and saving you from the frustration
of doing it by yourself. This way, your organization
can combine data from multiple sources, analyze the
information, and transform it into valuable insights that
help with the decision-making process.

Business
Intelligence

It’s our mission to help you get the right data, to make
the right decisions for the right people at the right
time. Our various options are available to help set up and
scale your Business Intelligence project and allow you to
develop your own infrastructure that gives you full control
over the implementation. You own the process and move
at your own pace while we make sure that your individual
business needs are met.

Our team of data engineers support you in executing the
analysis, design, development, testing, and deployment
of reliable information models and managing the Cloud
platform required for the solutions to run. Depending on
your business needs and existing or planned technology
stack, we can implement your BI strategy in Microsoft
Azure.

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE DELIVERY

›

Designing & Planning of
Data Store

›

Implementing the Data
Store and processing the
Data

›

Reporting and presenting
(Dashboards and KPIs)

Change Enablement + Knowledge Transfer + User Adoption

A company-wide business intelligence system can be complex, time-consuming, and overwhelming
to establish and plan alone. When it’s implemented correctly with the help of an expert, however,
your organization can reap significant benefits you simply can’t with painstaking manual processes.
SoftwareONE has various options available to set up and scale your business intelligence project
so you can either build a proof-of-concept or develop your infrastructure, allowing you to have
full control over the implementation process. Our experienced team helps you access the right
information at the right time, allowing you to make better and informed business decisions.

Simple analytics are no longer enough: Business
Intelligence (BI) is an excellent way to address business
questions while minimizing technical challenges. In doing
so, organizations can now combine data from multiple
sources, analyze the information to get insights, better
understand the bigger picture and make smart business
decisions.
With SoftwareONE’s business intelligence services, we will
help you benefit from:

How can we help you?
Get in touch to find out more
about Business Intelligence
Delivery!

›
›
›
›

Improved business efficiency

›

Augmented capacity to product models and
insights for the business

Improved decision-making process
Optimized data processes
Gain better access to meaningful and
valuable information
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